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HELICES AND ISOMETRIC IMMERSIONS

By

Shigeo Fueki

Abstract. Let / : M ―>M be an isometric immersion of a Rie-

mannian manifold M into a Riemannian manifold M. We study the

geometry of submanifolds under various assumptions with respect to

the firstcurvature X＼and the second curvature A2 of a =/ o a in M

for a helix a in M.

Introduction

Let / : M ―>･M be an isometric immersion of a Riemannian manifold M

into a Riemannian manifold M. K. Nomizu and K. Yano [4] proved the fol-

lowing fact:

If for some r > 0, every circleof radius r in M is a circlein M, then M is an

extrinsic sphere in M. Conversely if M is an extrinsic sphere in M, then every

circlein M is a circlein M.

In this paper, we study relations between isometric immersions and helices.

We set a =/ o a for a curve a in M. Let p be a point of M and d > 2. Let

Ai,...,Xd-＼be positive constants. We consider the following conditions (Q), (C2)

and (C3):

(Ci)

(C2)

The firstcurvature k＼of a is constant along a for every helix a

of order d through p in M with the i-th.curvature L (1 < i < d ― 1),

(Ci) holds and the second curvature ki of a is constant along a

< for every helix a of order d though p in M with the i-th curvature ki

(＼<i<d-l),
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(C3)
<
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(C2) holds and the second curvature X2 of a isindependent of the

choice of helix a of order d through pin M with the i-thcurvature kt

(1 <i< d-＼).

The result of Nomizu and Yano is given under the condition (Ci) in the case

where d = 2 and a is a circlefor every circle a. In Section 1, we give notations

and equations which are used in this paper. In section 2, we obtain some results

under the condition (Q). In Section 3, we treat the conditions (C2) and (C3). In

Section 4, we study some curves under the condition (C2) where M is of constant

curvature.

The author would like to express his hearty thanks to Professor N. Abe for

his constant encouragement and various advice. He also wishes to express sincere

gratitude to thank Professor S. Yamaguchi for his helpful suggestions.

§1. Preliminaries

In this paper, the differentiability of all geometric objects will be C00. Let / :

M ― M be an isometric immersion of an ^-dimensional connected Riemannian

manifold M into an m-dimensional Riemannian manifold M. For all local

formulas and computations, we may assume / as an imbedding and thus we shall

often identify p e M with f{p) e M. The tangent space TPM is identified with a

subspace f*(TpM) of TPM where /* is the differential map of/. Letters X, Y and

Z (resp. £,j] and C) vector fields tangent (resp. normal) to M. We denote the

tangent bundle of M (resp. M) by TM (resp. TM), unit tangent bundle of M by

UM and the normal bundle by T^M. Let V and V be the Levi-Civita connections

of M and M, respectively. Then the Gauss formula is given by

VxY = VxY + h(X,Y),

where h denotes the second fundamental form. The Weingarten formula is given by

Vx£=-AiX + VJcZ,

where A denotes the shape operator and V1 the normal connection. Clearly A is

related to h as (A^X, Y} ― (Ji(X, F),O> where < , > denotes the Riemannian

metrics of M and M. We put ||x||= ^/(x, x} for x e TM. For the second fun-

damental form and the shape operator, we define their covariant derivatives by

(Dh)(Z,X, Y) = V^(/i(X, Y))-h{VzX, Y)-h{X,VzY),

(DA);{Y,X) = VriAtX) - A^X - A^VyX).
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Furthermore we define the k-th covariant derivativeof h as follows:

{Dkh){XuX2,..., Xk+2) = V* ((Dk-lh)(X2,...,Xk+2))

k+2
B*

/-2

lh)(X2j...,VXiXi,...,Xk+2)
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where k>＼ and D°h = h. If, for the non-negative integers i'i,i2,...,ij (j > 1)

satisfying that 11 +12 H ＼-ij= k + 2 (k>0), X＼ = X2 = ･･･ = Xh = X,

Xil+i = ･■･ = Xh = Y,..., Xtj_l+i= ･･･ = Xtj = Z, then a normal vector

(Dkh)(Xi,X2,.. .,Xk+2) is written as (D^)(X＼ Yl＼...,Z/'). Moreover a tangent

vector (DA)^(X,X) will be written as (DA)^(X2). The submanifold M in M is

said to be isotropic at p e M of a constant normal curvature pi if the normal

vector h(x2) satisfies

</i(x2),/i(x2)>=/*2<x,x>2

for every x e TPM. The above isotropic condition is equivalent with

(1.1) R<A(x,jO,A(z,m/)> = R/i2<x,;f><z,h;>

for x, y, z, w G TpM, where 6 denote the cyclic sum with respect to x, y and z.

(cf.B. O'Neill [5]).If there exists a non-negative function /i on M such that M is

isotropic at p of the constant normal curvature /i(p) for every point of M, then

M is said to be an isotropic submanifold. In particular,when fiis constant on M,

M is said to be constant isotropic. The mean curvature vector fieldif of M is

defined by

H := il>?)

where e＼,...,en is an orthonormal frame at each point of M. If the second

fundamental form h satisfiesh(X, Y) ― <X, Y}H, then M is called a totally

umbilical submanifold. The mean curvature vector fieldH is said to be parallel

if VLH = 0. A totally umbilical submanifold with the parallel mean curvature

vector field is called an extrinsic sphere. If the second fundamental form h

vanishes identically, then we call M a totally geodesic submanifold of M.

Next we shall define a helix of order d in a Riemannian manifold N. Let

a :I ―>N(s＼-*a(s)) be a smooth curve in N, where / is an open interval of the

real line R. We denote the tangent vector field da/ds of a by v＼.We call s a

d-regular point of a if dim Span{V* i?i(j)|k = 0,... ,d ―1} = d where V^i = v＼

and V^ v＼= V^V^"1^) for k > 1. If every s e / is a J-regular point of a, then a
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is said to be a d-regular curve. Note that 1-regular curve is a usual regular curve.

Hereafter, in this paper, we assume that all curves are regular and parametrized

by arc length. If a is a ^-regular curve, then we put

(1.2)

{
vQ := 0, wo

W/-1
vt

k-l

:=vi

Wi

Ao :=1,

:= VVlvt + ki-＼Vi-＼ and A,-:= ||w,-|| for 1 < i < d.

We call ki (1 < i < d) (resp. wf) the i-th curvature (resp. the i-th curvature vector

field) and y,-(2 < i < d) the (i ― ＼)-thnormal vector field. If a is a ^-regular curve

and the J-th curvature A^ of a vanishes on /, then we call such a curve a curve of

order d and v＼,...,Vd the Frenet frame field. Note that a curve of order one is a

geodesic. In the case where a is a curve of order d, we put

(1.3) vt:= 0, wt := 0 and Xt:- 0 for i > d.

From (1.2) and (1.3), we have the following Frenet formula of a

(1.4) VOlvj + Aj-ivj-i = AjVj+i

for j > 1. If a is a curve of order J and A,-are constant along a, then we callthis

a helix of order d. Note that a helix of order two is a circle.

§2. Helices In a Riemannian submanifold

Let / : M ― M be an isometric immersion of an /i-dimensional connected

Riemannian manifold into an w-dimensional Riemannian manifold M. Let a

be a helix of order d in M with the ?-th curvature Xi(l < i < d ―I) and the

Frenet frame field v＼,...,vj. We set d :=/ o a. We have v＼= dd/ds = v＼.From

the Gauss formula and the Frenet formula of a, we get VVlv＼=k＼V2 + h{v＼).

Since a is a regular curve, we have

(2.1) *i=-ii≫2 + A(oi,≫i), Ii=^i+<*(≫i).*(≫i)>.

where m>i is the firstcurvature vector field of a. First we prove the following

lemtma.

Lemma 2.1. Let d>＼ and X＼,...,Ad-i he positive constants. Let ft be non-

negative constant and p e M. Then the following conditions are equivalent:

(a) The first curvature k＼of a at p is equal to fifor every helix a of order d

through p in M with the i-th curvature 1/(1 < i < d― 1),

(b) M is isotropic at p in M of the normal curvature yju2 ―X＼.
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Proof. Suppose that (a) holds. Let xo be any unit tangent vector at p in M.

We take a helix a of order d in M with the i-th curvature Xi{＼<i<d―＼)

satisfying that <r(0) = p and v＼(0) = xo where v＼is the tangent vector field of a.

From (2.1), we have ft2 = k＼+ </*(*o),M*o)>- Hence we §et (h(x2),h{x2)) =

ft2 ―k＼ for every x e UPM. Therefore we see that M is isotropic at p. Hence we

get (b).

Suppose that (b) holds. Let xR be any unit tangent vector at p in M. We take

a helix a of order d in M with the j-th curvature A/ satisfying that <r(0) = /? and

v＼(0) = xo where v＼is the tangent vector field of a. Set li the first curvature of a.

From (2.1), we have

l＼(0) = k＼ + <h(x2)h(x2)> = k＼+ (/i2 - k＼) = /

Hence we get (a). □

Remark. If M is isotropic at p of a normal curvature ju,then itis clear from

(1.1) that

Ah(xi}X = fi2x for x e UPM.

Let p be a point of M, d > 2 and k＼,...,A^_i positive constants. We consider the

following the condition (Ci):

(Ci)

{
The firstcurvature k＼of a is constant along a for every helix a

of order d through/? in M with the i-th curvature A,-(l< i < d - 1).

From Lemma 2.1, we obtain the following Lemma.

Lemma 2.2. Let d>2 and X＼,...,kd-＼be positive constants. Let p

of M satisfying(Ci). Then M is isotropic at p of the normal curvature

(ie., k＼is independent of the choice of a). Moreover we get

(2.2) </i(y,z),(Dh)(y,x,w)> + <h(w,z), (Dh)(y,x,v)}

+ <h{x,z),{Dh)(y,w,v)> + <h{w,v),{Dh)(y,x,z)>

+ <*(*,!;),{Dh){y, w,z)> + </s(x,w),(Dh)(y,v,z)> = 0

for every x,y, z,v,w e TpM.

Proof. Let x and y be any orthonomial tangent vectors at p in M. We take

a helix a of order d in M with the i-tfacurvature Xt satisfying that cr(O)= p,
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ui(0) = x and 1^(0) = y where v＼(resp. v2) is the tangent vector fieldof a (resp.

the firstnormal vector field of a). From (2.1), we get X2 = X2 + (h(v2),h(v2)y.

Applying VPl to this equation and using the Frenet formula of a, we get

(2.3) ≪Dh)(v3l),h(v2l)>+ 2M<h(vhv2),h(v2l)> = Q.

Moreover, applying V,,,to (2.3) and using the Frenet formula of a, we get

(2.4) <(JD2A)(≫f),A(wf)> + <(/>A)(≫J),(/>*)(≫?)>+ Ai<(/>A)(≫2,wf),A(i?f)>

+ Ml<(Dh)(vlv2),h(v2)> + Ul<(Dh)(v]),h(vhv2)y

+ 4X2<h(vuv2),h(vhv2)y + 2X2<h(v2),h(v22)y

-212{h(v2),h(vj)y + 2Xlh<h(v2),h(vuv3)} = 0.

From (2.3), we get

<(nh)(x3),h(x2)y + 2M(h(x,y),h(x2)y = o.

Since x and ―y are orthonormal tangent vectors and X＼> 0, we obtain that

<(DA)(x3),M*2)> = <Kx, y),h(x2)) = 0.

Hence we have (h(x2),h(x,y)} = 0 for every x,y e UPM such that <x,j> = 0 and

(2.5) ≪Dh)(x3),h(x2)> = 0

for every x e TPM. Therefore we get M is isotropic at p of the normal curvature

Jx＼ ―X2. From Lemma 2.1,
we see that X＼is independent of the choice of a.

Also, from (1.1) and (2.4), we get

≪D2h)(x4),h(x2)> + <(D/z)(*3),(D/s)(x3)>

+ Xl{(Dh)(yJx2)1h(x2)y + 4Xl{(Dh)(x2,y),h(x2)} + 4Xl{(Dh)(x3):h(xJy)y = Q

for every x,y e UPM such that <x,j> = 0. Since x and ―y are orthonormal and

X＼> 0, we get

(2.6) <(Dh)(y,x2),h(x2)}+4<(Dh)(x2,y),h(x2)y + 4<(Dh)(x3),h(x1y)> = 0

for every x,j>e UPM such that <x,j> = 0. From (2.5), we have

(2.7) ((Dh)(y,x2),h(x2)) + 2((Dh)(x2,y),h(x2)y + 2<,(Dh)(x3),h(x,y)y = 0

for every x,yeTpM. From (2.6) and (2.7),it follows that
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<(D/i)(j,x2),/i(x2)>= ((Dh)(x2,y),h(x2)> + ((Dh)(x3),h(x,y)> = 0

for every x,ye UPM such that <x,_y>= 0. Hence, from (2.5),we see that

</i(x2),(Dh)(y,x2)} = 0 foreveryx,y e TPM.

Since h is symmetric, we have (2.2) for any tangent vectors x,y,z,v and w

&t p. D

From Lemma 2.2, we get

Proposition 2.3. Let M be an n-dimensional connected Riemannian sub-

manifold in an m-dimensional Riemannian manifold M isometricallyimmersed by f

and n>2. Let d > 2 and Ai,...,kd-＼ be positive constants. If the condition (Q)

holds at every point of M, then M is a constant isotropic submanifold of M.

Proof. By Lemma 2.2, we see that M is an isotropic submanifold. Then

there exists a non-negative function fi on M such that M is isotropic at p of the

constant normal curvature pi(p) for every point p of M. We shall show that the

derivative of pi2 vanishes on M. Let p e M and x UPM be arbitrarilyfixed.For

a unit vector field Y on a neighborhood of p, we have

x/i2 = x<h(Y2),h(Y2)} = 2≪Dh){x, Y2),h(Y2)y＼atp+4<h(VxY, Y),h(Y2)}＼atp.

Since the equation (2.2) holds and <VX Y, Y} = 0, we get xju2= 0. Hence we see

that M is constant isotropic. □

§3. The discriminant of the second fundamental form

Let M, M and/be as in §2. Let a be a helix of order d in M with the i-th

curvature A,-(l< i < d ―1) and the Frenet frame fieldvi,...,Vd. Let A,-(l< i) be

the ?-th curvature of a. By a routine calculation, we have the following lemma.

Lemma 3.1. The tangent vector field v＼and the first curvature vector field w＼

of a are given by

vi = vh ivi =AiV2 + h(v*).

If X＼is constant along a then the second curvature vector field wj of a is given by

(3.1) lxw2 = (k＼ - X＼)vi + X＼hvi - Ah(v2)Vi + 3AiA(t?i, v2) + {Dh){v＼).
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Moreover, lfX＼ and X2 are constant along a, then the third curvature vector field m>3

of a is given by

(3.2) Mhws = A,(X2 + X＼ -X＼- X＼)v2 + XiX2X^ - {pA)h(pl){v＼)

- 5XiAh(VuV2)vi - XiA^z^ - lApq^vi - h(vi,Ah{v2fi)

+ [I] +1＼ - AX＼)h(v＼) 4- SX＼h(vl) + 4XiX2h(vuv3)

+ 5Xi(Dh)(vl v2) + Xi(Dh)(v2, v＼)+ (D2h){v＼).

We prove the following lemma.

Lemma 3.2. Let p he a point of M, d > 2 and X＼,･ ･･, Xj-i positive constants.

If, for every helix a of order d through p in M with the i-th curvature Xj

(1 <i< d-l),

(3.3) vl<h(vl,v2),(Dh)(v＼)} = 0atp

where v＼(resp. v2) is the tangent vector field of a (resp. the first normal vector field

of a), then we have

(3.4) <(Dh)(x＼ j), (D/i)(x3)> + ({D2h){x%h{x,y)} = 0

for every x,y e UPM such that <x,jf> = 0.

Proof. Let x and y be any orthonormal tangent vectors at p in M. We take

a helix a of order d in M with the i-th curvature Xt satisfying that ct(0) = p,

yj(O) = x and ^(0) =y. By assumption, we have

R = vi<h(vuv2),(Dh)(v＼)>＼s=0

= ≪Dh)(vlv2)t (/>A)(≫?)>U + <h(VVlvuv2), (Dh)(vl)>＼s=Q

+ <h(vuVVlv2), (Dh)(v])}＼s=0 + <*(≫!,vi),(D2A)(t;?)>L=o

+ <h(vuv2),{Dh)(VVlvuv2)y＼^0 + 2{h(vhv2),{Dh)(vlVVlvl)y＼s==0

= <(Dh)(x2,y), (DA)(x3)> + Xi<h(y2), (Dh)(x3)> - M<h(x2), (D/i)(x3)>

+ X2<h(x, ≫3(0)),(Dh)(x3)> + <h(x,y), (D2h)(x4)>

+ Xi<h(x,y), (Dh)(y,x2)> + 2Xi<h(x,y), (Dh)(x2,y)>
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where v$ is the second normal vector field of a. If d ― 2, then U3 = 0. Since x and

―y are orthonormal, we have (3.4). If d > 3, then we can take a unit vector

z(eTpM) satisfying that ^(O) = z. Also since x, ―y and z are orthonormal, we

have (3.4). □

Let a be a helix of order d in M and d > 2. From (2.1), we have X＼> k＼> 0

where X＼(resp. X＼)is the first curvature of a (resp. the first curvature of a). Thus

a is a 2-regular curve. Let p be a point of M, d > 2 and X＼--･ Xd-＼ positive-

constants. We consider the following conditions (C2) and (C3):

(C2)

(C3)

<

<

(Ci) holds and the second curvature X2 of a is constant along a

for every helix a of order d through p in M with the i-th curvature A,-

{＼<i<d-l),

(C2) holds and the second curvature I2 of g is independent of the

choice of helix a of order d through pin M with the i-th curvature Xi

(＼<i<d-＼).

For x e UM, we set

v(x):=((Dh)(x3),(Dh)(x3)).

We prove the followinglemma.

Lemma 3.3. Let d > 2 and A＼,...,Xd-＼be positive constants. Let p he a point

of M satisfying(C2). Then v is constant on UPM if and only if(3.4) holds for every

x,y e UPM such that (x,y} = 0. Moreover, we get

(3.5) m21((Dh)(x21y),h(x,y)} + 3A2l((Dh)(y1x2),h(x,y)}

+ 3k2({Dh){x*),h(y2)> + <(D2h)(x4), (D/i)(x3)> = 0

for every x,y e UpM such that <x, y> = 0. Moreover, if d > 3, then we have

(3.6) ((Dh)(x3),h(x,y)} = ≪Dh)(y,x2),h(x2)> = <(D/i)(x2,;p),/i(x2)>= 0

for every x,y e TPM.

Proof. Let x and y be any orthonormal tangent vectors at p in M. We

take a helix a of order d in M with the i-th curvature k＼satisfyingthat <r(0)= p,
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t?i(O)= x and ^(0) = y where v＼(resp. vj) is the tangent vector fieldof a (resp.

the firstnormal vector field of a). Since (2.2), (3.1) and (3.2) hold and M is

isotropic at p by Lemma 2.2, we obtain

0= <AiW2,^1^2W3>|,=o

= 9Aj%<A(x,J>),M*^3(Q))> + 3A112<(D/i)(x3),/i(x,i;3(0))>

+ ＼5X＼({Dh){x2,y),h{x,y)> + M2l<(Dh)(y,x2),h(x,y)>

+ 3M<(D2h)(x4),h(x,y)} + M2((Dh)(x3),h(y2)>

+ 5A!<(D/i)(x2,j;),(Dh)(x>)> + h<(Dh)(y,x2), (Dh)(x3)>

+ <(D2h)(x%(Dh)(x3)>

where vs is the second normal vector field of a.

If d = 2, then v3 = 0. We have

(3.7) 15A2<(Dh)(x2,y),h(x,y)> + 3A2<(Dh)(y,x2),h(x,y)y

+ 32.2<(Dh)(x3),h(y2)) + 3A!<(D2A)(x4),/i(x,j;)>

+ 5AK(D/i)(x2,;f), (D/i)(x3)> + M<(Dh)(y,x2), (Dh)(x3)}

+ ((D2h)(x%(Dh)(x3)} = R.

If d > 3, we can take a unit vector z(e T^M) satisfying ^(0) = z. Since x, j and

―z are orthonormal, we get (3.7) and

(3.8) 9Ah2<h(x,y),h(x,z)y + 31lh<(Dh)(x3)1h(x,z)y = R

In any case, we see that (3.7) holds for every x,y e UPM such that <x,j>> = 0

Since x and ―y are orthonormal and X＼> 0, we obtain that (3.5) and

3≪/*(x,J>),(D2h)(x4)} + <(Dh)(x3), (Dh)(x＼y)y)

= 2<(Dh)(x3), (Dh)(x2,y)> + <(Dh)(x3), (Dh)(y,x2)y

for every x,y e UPM such that <x,j> = 0. If (3.4) holds, then we have

2<(Dh)(x2,y), (Dh)(x3)} + <(Dh)(y,x2), (Dh)(x3)> = 0

for every x,y e UPM such that <x,j>> = 0. Hence we get v is constant on UPM

The converse is rather clear.
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Here, we assume that d > 3. Since (3.8) holds for x, ―y, z and A1A2 > 0, we

have ((Dh)(x3),h(x,z)} = 0 for every x,ye UPM such that <x,z> = 0. From this

equation and (2.2), we have (3.6) □

Let p be a point of M. The discriminantA at p of the second fundamental

form h is given by

_<h(x2),h(y2)>-＼＼h(x,y)＼＼2
Xy IWI2||v|l2-Oc,y>2

for linearly independent tangent vectors x,ye TPM.

We assume that p is a point of M satisfying(C2). We take a helix a of order

d through p and put v＼(0)― x and ^(O) = y where d>2. From (2.3) and the

fact that M is isotropic at p, we get

(3.9) 9A2l(h(x,y),h(x,y)> + 6M<(Dh)(x3),h(x,y)> + v(x) + k＼X22- l＼l＼= 0.

for a. In particular,if (3.6) holds, then we get

(3.10) 9A2l{h(x,y),h(x, j)> + v(x) + X＼X＼- l＼l＼

Moreover, from (1.1),we get

(3.11)

= 0

A^ = (If - X＼) - -^ (l＼l＼- X＼X＼- v(x))

From Lemma 3.2 and Lemma 3.3, we have the following theorem:

Theorem 3.4. Let M he an n-dimensional connected Riemannian suhmanifold

in an m-dimensional Riemannian manifold M isotnetricallyimmersed by f and

n > 3. Let d > 3 and X＼,...,Ad-＼ be positive constants. Suppose that the condition

(Ci) holds at every point of M. Let p be a point of M. If the condition (C2) holds

at p, then v is constant on UPM. Moreover the discriminant A at p is constant if

and only if the condition (C3) holds at p.

In case of d = 2, we shallprove that(3.6) holds at p under the condition

(C3). We have the followinglemma.

Lemma 3.5. Let d = 2 and X＼be a positive constant. Let p be a point of M

satisfying(C3). Then we have (3.6) for every x,ye TpM. Moreover we get (3.10)

and (3.11) for every x,y e UPM such that <x,.y> = 0.
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Proof. We have (3.9) for any x,yeUpM such that <x,^> = 0. Since x

and ―y are orthonormal and p is a point satisfying ( 3), we obtain

Xi((Dh)(x3),h(x1y)} = Q and (3.10). From (1.1), we obtain (3.11). Since kx > 0

and (2.2) holds, we get (3.6). □

From the definitionof discriminant,we have the following theorem.

Theorem 3.6. Let M he an n-dimensional connected Riemannian submanifold

in an m-dimensional Riemannian manifold M isometrically immersed by f and

n>3. Let d > 2 and Ai,...,kd-＼ be positive constants. Let p be a point of M

satisfyingthe condition (C3). Then v is constant on UPM and the discriminant A at

p is constant.

Proof. Let x, y, z be orthonormal in TPM. Set x(0) = cos 0x + sin 0y. From

(3.11), we get

(3.12) v(x{0)) = <(Dh)(x(0)3), (Dh)(x(d)3)} = <(D/i)(z3),(Dh)(z3)} = v(z)

Differentiating (3.12) at ^ = 0, we see that

((Dh)(y,x2), (Dh)(x3)> + 2<(Dh)(x＼y), (Dh^x3)} = 0.

Therefore we have v is constant on UPM. It is clear that the discriminant A at p

is constant. □

In case of n ―2, from Lemma 2.2, we get the followinglemma.

Lemma 3.7. Let n = 2 and d ― 2. Let X＼he a positive constant and p a point

of M satisfying(CO. Then the discriminant A is constant at p and

(3.13) P(*,jOII2
p-12

3
^ and <h(x%h(y2)> = X*-*l + 2A

for every x,y e UPM such that <x, j>> = 0. Thus ＼＼h

constant for every x,y e UPM such that <x,j^> = 0

(x,y)＼＼and(h(x＼h(y2)} are

Proof. Let x, y be orthonormal in TPM. Set x{0) = cos 0x + sinBy and

y{0) = ―sinOx + cosBy. Since M is isotropicat /?,we get

~K{e)y{6) = 4(A(#)2),^),?(0))> - 4</i(x(0)2))/i(x(0))j;(^))>= 0.
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Hence we get Ax^y^ = Axy. From the definitionof A, we get (3.13) for every

xje UPM such that <x,_y>= 0. □

From Theorem 3.6,Lemma 3.7 and Theorem 1 in [51 we get

Corollary 3.8. Let d>2 and Ai,...,A</_ihe positiveconstants.If (C3)

holdsfor every point of M and m ―n < (n + 2)(n―l)/2, then M is a totally

umbilic submanifold of M. Moreover, at every pointp e M, we get

<if,if> = Aj - Aj,

AfA22-AfA22 = <V^,V^>

for every x e UpM where H is the mean curvaturevectorfieldof M.

Remark. In Corollary 3.8,we see that M is an extrinsicsphereif and only

if l＼l＼= k＼X22.Then A2 < A2.

§4. Curves in a Riemannian manifold of constant curvature

Let M be an ^-dimensional connected Riemannian submanifold in an

m-dimensional Riemannian manifold M of constant curvature c isometrically

immersed by /. From the Codazzi equation, it is known that

(4.1) R(x,y)z = c≪j, z}x - <x, z}y} + Ah{yjx - Ah{XjZ)y,

(4.2) (Dh){x,y,z) = (Dh){y,x,z),

(4.3) XS-iXtyK = h{x,Aa) - h(A^x,y)

for x, y,z e TM and £e T±M where R and R1- are the curvature tensor of V and

V1. From (4.2) and Lemma 2.2, we get

Lemma 4.1. Let p he a point of M, d = 2 and X＼a positive constant. If (Ci)

holds at p, then we obtain (3.6) for every x,y e TPM.

From Lemma 3.2, Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 4.1, we get the following theorem.

Theorem 4.2. Let M he an n-dimensional connected Riemannian submanifold

in an m-dimensional Riemannian manifold M of constant curvature c isometrically
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immersed by f and n>2. Let d = 2 and X＼he a positive constant. Suppose that the

condition (Q) holds at every point of M. Let p a point of M. If the condition (C2)

holds at p, then v is constant on UPM and the condition (C3) holds at p.

Let p be a point of M and a a constant. We define a (0,6)-tensor F by

F(x,y, z,u,v,w):=<(Dh){x,y, z),(Dh)(u, v,w)}

- a^ {<j,z><x, h><i>, w> 4 <j,z><x, y><w, w>

+ Os z><x, w><m, y> 4- <*, z><j>, w><y, w>

+ <*, ^>CF, 0><m, w> 4- <x, z><j, w><h, y> 4 <*, j><z, M><y, w>

4- <^, J><z, y><M, w> 4- <x, j;><z, w><m, y>}

for x, _y,z,≪,v, w e TpM. We have the following Lemma 4.3. The proof of Lemma

4.3 is analogous to that of Lemma 2 in [5].

Lemma 4.3. Let M be of constant curvature, p a point of M and a a constant.

Then the following conditions are equivalent:

(a) <(D/i)(x, x, x), (Dh)(x, x,x)} ― a<x, x>3 for every x e TPM,

(b) F(x, y, z, u, v, w) 4 F(x, y, u, v, w, z) 4 F(x, y, v, w, z, u) + F(x, y, w, z, u, v)

4 F(x, u, w,y, z, v) + F{x, z, v,y, w, w) 4 F(x, z, u,y, v, w)

4 F(x, v, w, j, z, m) 4 F(x, z, w, j, v, u) 4- F(x, u, m,j, z, w) = 0

for x, y, z, u, v, w e 7),M.

Let n ― 2. We assume that p e M is a point satisfying all conditions of

Theorem 4.2. Let N＼(p) be the first normal space at p given by Span{A(jc,.y)|x,

je T^M}. Let ei,^2 be an orthonormal base of TPM. Put

Ay := h(eh ej) for 1 < i,y < 2,

D% := (Dh)(euehek) for 1 < i,y, A: < 2.

Since v is constant on UqM for every point q e M, we see that v is a function

defined on M. We put

v(j?) = <D/nii,D/iin>.
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From Lemma 4.3 and (3.6),we get

(4.4)

(4.5) <

<

<D/jin,D/im> = <D/j222,D/i222>= v{p),

<D/?m,D/jii2> = 0,

<Dhm,Dh222> + HDhm,Dhmy = 0,

<Dhm,hn> = <Dhm,hn> = <Dh222,hi2y = <D/H22,A22> = 0,

<D/Illl,/J22>+ 3<D/lii2,/ll2>= 0,

<Dhm,hny + (DhinMi> = (DhmM + (DhniMi) = 0.
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Let K be the Gauss curvature of M. Then K = c + A. From Lemma 2.2 and

Theorem 1 in [51,we get

-2(If-^)<A(/?)<lf-^

dimNi(p) = O<*A(p) = l} A? = 0 (i.e.,li = k＼)≪=>p is a geodesic point,

dimNi(p) = 1 ≪≫A(p) = k＼- k＼> 0 & p is a non-geodesic umbilic point,

dimiVi(/?) = 2 <^>A(/?) = ―2(1? - k＼)< 0 <^ /?is a non-geodesic minimal point,

dim NAp) = 3 <& -2(1} - kh < A(p) <k＼-k＼

We shallprove the following Lemma.

Lemma 4.4. Let n ― 2 and m < 5. Let d = 2 and k＼be a positive constant.

We assume that (Ci) holds at every point of M. Let p be a point of M. If (C2)

holds at p and 2 < dim N＼(p) < 3, then v(p) = 0 {i.e.,the second fundamental form

h is parallel at p).

Proof.

Moreover p

We assume that dimNi(p) ―2. we obtain N＼(p)= Span{/jn,/j12}.

is a minimal point of M i.e.,

(4.6)

From (4.5) and (4.6),we have

Mi hn

<Z>Aiii,Aii> = <0*iii,/n2>

<D/l222,Al2> = 0,

0
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(Dh222,hu} = -<D/S222,/*22>= 0,

</>All2,All>= 0,

<Dhm,hl2> = -<Dhm,hny = <Dhm,h22> = 0.

Hence we have Dhui,Dli222,Dhu2±Ni(p). Since dimT^M <3 and

<DAm,D/jiii> = <D/f222,!^222>in (4.4),we have

/Mill = ±i>A222-

Moreover, from (4.4),we get

{
<D/im,Z)/iii2> = 0,

±</>/Hii,ZM1n> + 9<Z)Aii2,Z>Ai22> = 0.

Hence we obtain Dh＼＼＼=0.

We assume that dimNi(p) = 3. We obtain T^-M = N＼(p)= Span{An,/n2,<!;}

such that <£,£>= ! and h＼＼,h＼2and £ are mutually orthogonal. Since

<D/jiii,/jii>= <D/jni,/ii2>= 0 in (4.4),we have

Dhm = ±＼＼Dhm＼＼t

Suppose that ＼＼Dhm＼＼# 0. Since (DhuuDhm} = <Dhm,hn) = 0 in (4.4)

and (4.5), we have Dhm = ahn (aeR). Since <D/jh2,^22>+ <i)/Ji22,^i2>=

CDA222^ii> + 3<I)/zi22,/*i2>= 0 in (4.5)and <*22,Ai2>= 0, we get

(4.7) <Dh222,huy = <Dhi22,hl2y = <D/ii12,^122) = 0.

Since (Dhn＼,Dh222> + 9(Dhn2,Dhm> = 0 in (4.5),we have

(4.8) <Dhm,Dhin> = <Dh222,O = 0.

From (4.7),(4.8) and <DA222,/*i2>= 0 in (4.5),we have Dh222 = Q. This con-

tradictsthe assertion||D/jhi||9^0. Hence we have Dhm =0- □

From Proposition 2.3 and Lemma 4.4, we get the followinglemma.

Lemma 4.5. Let n, m d and X＼be as in Lemma 4.4.If (C2) holds at every

point of M, then v = 0 on M (i.e.,the second fundamental from h is parallel).

Moreover ＼＼H＼＼is constant on M where H is the mean curvature vector field

and

||J/||2=i(A + 2(i?-l?)).
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Thus the discriminant A is constant on M and the dimension of the firstnormal

space is constant on M. Moreover, if the dimension of the first normal space is

greater that two, we get

(4.9) *=i (1? -k＼- 3c)

Proof. Let U := {p e M＼v(p) > 0}. We shall prove that U = 0 (0 is the

empty set). Assume that the assertion is false. From Lemma 4.4, we see that

dim Ni (p) < 1 for every point p of U. Hence U is totally umbilic. Then we obtain

that the second fundamental form is parallel because of the assumption that M is

of constant curvature and dim U = 2. Hence we obtain v(p) = 0 for every point

p e U. This contradicts the assertion that v(p) > 0 for every point p e U. Hence

we have v = 0 on M. Since M is constant isotropic and the second fundamental

form is parallel, we obtain that ||i/||is constant on M and the discriminant A is

constant on M. From Ricci identity, (4.1), (4.2), (4.3) and the fact that M is

constant isotropic, we get

(D2h)(x,y,x2) - {D2h){y,x*) = R^(x,y)h{x2) - 2h(R{x,y)x,x)

= {2{X2-)2 + c)-Hh{x,y)＼＼2}h{x,y)

for every x,y e UM such that <x,_y> = 0. Since v = 0 on M and (3.13), we have

(4.9). □

From Lemma 4.5, we the following theorem.

Theorem 4.6. Let M be a two-dimensional connected Riemannian suh-

manifold in an m-dimensional Riemannian manifold M of constant curvature c

isometrically immersed by f and m < 5. Let d = 2 and k＼ be a positive constant.

If the condition (C2) holds for every point of M, then the second fundamental form

h is parallel on M and M is one of the following:

(a) an extrinsic sphere of constant curvature c + A| ―kx,

(b) a non-geodesic minimal submanifold of constant curvature c/3

(>0,c = 3(lf-Af)),

(c) a non-minimal submanifold of constant curvature (c +1＼ ― X2)/'4

(>0,c*3(I?-A?),Ai>A,).

If, for every geodesic y in M, f o y is a helix of order d with curvatures

Mi
■■･i^-d-i

w^c^ ^° not depend on y, then/is said to be a helicalimmersion of
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order d. Let y be a geodesic in M and v＼the tangent vector fieldof y. From (2.1),

we have

(4.10)

VOl≫i=A(i?f),

VVlh{v＼) = -Ah{vi)Vl + {Dh){v＼).

From (4.10),Proposition 2.3.and Theorem 4.6,we obtain the following fact.

Corollary 4.7. Let f M, M, n, m d and X＼be as in Theorem 4.6. Suppose

that(C2) holds at every point of M. Then f is a helicalimmersion of order at most

twn

We assume that all conditions of Theorem 4.6 hold. Let p be a point of M

and a a circle through p in M with the firstcurvature k＼ and v＼,V2 the Frenet

frame fields of a. Since Dh ― 0, M is constant isotropic, a is a 2-regular curve

and (C?) holds, we see that

(4.11)

(4.12) lll2W3

Mw2 = 3Aih(vi,v2)

i
(If - 3XJ)V2 + {II - 3Af)h{v＼)+ U＼h{vl)

by Lemma 3.1. Let Ia = {seI＼w2>{s) = 0} where / is the domain of a.

If Ia # 0, then we have X2 = 0 or X2 = V2^i = V^i.

In the case where ~X2= 0, we obtain that a is a circle. Since h(vi(0), ^(0)) = 0

and n = 2, we have /*(*,_)>)= 0 and /i(x2) = h(y2) for every jc,y e UPM such that

<jc,_y> = 0. Hence we see that a is a circle for every circle a through p with the

first curvature X＼. Then it is clear that the case (a) of Theorem 4.6 holds.

In the case where
I2

= ＼/lk＼= ＼f^X＼,from (4.12), we obtain that #3 = a/2/^

where i^ = (h(v＼) + A(t?|))/2. Since Dh ― 0 and M is constant isotropic, we have

13 = ||m>3||is constant on /. Hence we have A3 = 0, i.e., a is a helix of order three

satisfying that I2 = y/ll＼ = y/6Xi. Since h{vf(O)) + h{v2(R)2) = 0, ＼＼h(vi(Q),v2(0))＼＼

= ||%?(0))|| and w = 2, we have ||/i(x,7)||= P(x2)|| = ||A(^2)|| for every

x,y e UpM such that <x, j>> = 0. Hence we see that o is a helix of order three

satisfying that I2 = v^Ii = v^Ai for every circle a through p with the first

curvature X＼. It is clear that the case (b) of Theorem 4.6 holds.

If Ia = 05 then a is a 4-regular curve. From (4.11), (4.12) and the fact that M

is constant isotropic, we have

(4.13)
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From (4.13),we have A3 is constant along a. Moreover, from (4.11),(4.12) and

(4.13),we get

(4.14) A1A2I3V0.U4= -hllwi = lihhi-hh)

From (4.14), we obtain that a is a helix of order four. Then it is clear that the

case (c) of Theorem 4.6 holds. Therefore, from Theorem 4.6, we have the

following corollary.

Corollary 4.8. Let f, M, M, n, m d and k＼ he as in Theorem 4.6. Suppose

that (C2) holds at every point of M. Then a is one of the following:

(a) a circle with the first curvature k＼satisfying k＼> X＼for every circle a with

the first curvature k＼,

(b) a helix of order three with the first curvature k＼ and the second curvature

I2 satisfying I2 = V2k＼ = y/6k＼ = y/c(c > 0) for every circle a with the first

curvature k＼,

(c) a helix of order four with the first curvature k＼, the second curvature
I2 and

the third curvature A3 satisfying

k＼ > X＼, fa

= 3? ' h =

c -hIf ― 4l| + 15 Af

2

for every circle a with the first curvature X＼.
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